
PREMATURE NFL TRASH
TALK UNDER DURESS
Are y’all paying attention to that Twitter
widget thingy lodged on our blog on the right
hand side? Well do ya? If so, then you have seen
the oppressive brutality with which the
otherwise demure Empthwheel has demanded pre-
season Trash Talk.

I get no respect I tell ya.

So, here we are. Of course, all the cool talk is
about the Patriots and Tim
Tebow….WAIT….WHAT?….that’s not really the
story?? Oh my, turns out there is MUHDERRRRR
bout the ‘ole Foxborough and baby Jesus ain’t
even close to the main story. Go figure?! And,
this time, the OJ of the moment is juicing his
fans with mash notes of innocence. Yippy-yi-o-
cay-yay.

Alright. Okay. Let’s do some serious trash
talking, mmmkay? And I ain’t messin around here.
I think people in Gainesville know where this is
pointed and I DEMAND response!

Q: What does a Saint, a Racist, and a
Murderer have in common?

A: Urban Meyer and the Gators.

Boom!

I would say some phony smart bunk about the
teams (seriously, Peyton Manning’s arm is
growing stronger by the day and Donkos Rule!)
but, hey, it is preseason and not a lick of it
matters. As Marcy said, this is a test drive to
see who of the normal Wheelhouse pit crew is
still in the mix and what kind of chops the new
recruits have. Represent people.

Oh, one last matter: The F1 Circus is off grid
until the Belgian Grand Prix on August 23-25.

Oh well, it’s been a good day here in the hell
of the desert. Turn it up and splay your
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opinions out here for all to see – on
everything. Let’s rock.


